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Before you start trying to explain
I already know what you're going to say
And it's not what circles your mind
I know what you're thinking
So why don't you just speak up
It won't save you from falling
From the clouds apon we lay

The truth never seemed so tempting
Cus your past hangs over you
Like a shadow of yesterday
Everybody said you were bad news
But your eyes told me a different story
And your words were like poetry
I never knew you were so good at acting

The last day has gone
No time to repent
The last day has gone
No time to regret
The last day has gone
And I wish I could forget

I should have known
That some flowers never bloom
They wither and die
Just like the words you speak
It shall never turn into something beautiful
Because the acid inside your mouth
Runs inside my veins

How many times have you said
I love you
And how many times have you Said
It before
I don't care what you did with him
Cus baby it don't compare
To what I did every time you've lied to me.

Before you start trying to explain
I already know what you're going to say
And it's not what circles your mind
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I know what you're thinking
So why don't you just speak up
It won't save you from falling
From the clouds apon we lay

The truth never seemed so tempting
Cus your past hangs over you
Like a shadow of yesterday
Everybody said you were bad news
But your eyes told me a different story
And your words were like poetry
I never knew you were so good at acting

The last day has gone
No time to repent
The last day has gone
No time to regret
The last day has gone
And I wish I could forget
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